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MONTHLY MEETING, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1935 

ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS on "NEW CONQUEST OF 
- - - CENTRAL ASIA'~ 

ORCHESTRA HALL 

1935 

Roy Chapman Andrews, who has recently been appointed Director of the 
American Museum of Natural History, New York, is one of the world's foremost 
explorers. He was awarded the Hubbard Medal of the National Geographic 
Society in recognition of his achievements, as well as tokens from other learned 
societies. 

As leader of the several expeditions of the American Museum to Mongolia 
and China, which were originally organized with the purpose to discover the 
ancestry of man, Doctor Andrews, with a well organized scientific staff, has 
conducted explorations on an unprecedented scale, and the researches made on 
these journeys cover the geologic, topographic, paleontologic, archaeologic and 
biotic survey of Mongolia. 

Doctor Andrews will tell the story of his experiences on these expeditions; 
of his discovery of the colossal Baluchitherium, largest of land mammals; of the 
giant predator Andrews-archus, greatest of all carnivora; of the huge shovel-
tusked mastodons, and many smaller forms. The lecture will be illustrated with 
still and motion pictures. 

INTER-MONTHLY MEETING, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1935 

WILLIAM L. FINLEY on "BIRDS, BERGS AND KODIAK BEARS" 
ORCHESTRA HALL 

-<h-eat- :Kodiak bears charging-the camer&man, shaggy br-own cubs, forty-ton 
whales leaping into the air, porpoises racing the prow of the ship, gigantic ice 
pinnacles toppling from glaciers into the sea, and water-fowl flashing from 
coastal caves, are some of the scenes in William L. Finley's spectacular motion 
pictures taken on two long northern cruises. 

Mr. Finley and Mr. Arthur N. Pack, President of the American Nature 
Association, with a guide, stalked Kodiak and grizzly bears when they came to 
fish along the salmon streams. Mr. Finley's personal account of his experiences 
on these expeditions will be of great interest to the members, who will remember 
his previous lecture "Camera Hunting on the Continental Divide," so much 
enjoyed a few seasons ago. 

March Lectures 
"Conquering the Aghileen Pinnacles" by Bernard R. Hubbard, S. J., March 12 

"A Night on the Spani,sh Main" by Edward Tomlinson, March 26. 
(The April lectures will be announced later.) 
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